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0 
PRODUCTION AND DECAY OF THE K MESON 

Sherwood Parker 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley9 California 

May 18. 1959 

ABSTRACT 

The production and decay of strange particles have been studied 

by observing the space around a Bevatron target with a well-collimated 

gamma detector. Strange particles that have 'TTO modes. of decay can 
0 

send gammas up to the detector from the subsequent decay of the 'TT • 

The observed-gamma counting rate as a function of the detector and 

collimation position was then compared with that predicted for various 

assumptions about the production n'1atrix element. 

The data require contributions to the counting rate from two 
0 0 0 ± ± 0 0 

known decay modP.s 0 K __,. 'TT + 'TT and K _.,. TT + 'TT , 'TT ..... '{ + '(• It is 

also consistent with limited contributions fro!l;l A 
0

- 'TTO + n~ 
+ 0 0 0 0 0 ~ - 1T + p~ ~· __,. A + "Y• A -+ 'TT + n, but cannot give any infor-

mation about these decays. The observed angular distribution require$ 

that a significant part of the K 0 production be sharply peaked at high 

energies and at angles close to the line of collision of the incoming 

nuclei. The peaked part of the angular distribution can be fitted by 
. k 

cos eKes where eKe is the polar angle of the K particle in the cent~er 

of momentum systemD and we have . k 2: 8, with the best fits for 

k = 12 to 16 . 

/ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the large number of particles having lifetimes of the 
-8 -10 0 . 

orde.r of 10 to 10 seconds, only one meson, the K , has a 

reasonable probability of being produced and then decaying within 

several centimeters of a target bombarded with 6-Bev protons, 

Furthermore, all other particles having similar life times-- the A, 

2:, E: hyperons--'- are restricted to laboratory angles of 75 degrees or 

less from the beain direction, because of their greater mass and 

consequent slower velodties in the center-of-momentum (c. m. ) 

system, Thus observqtions of decay products. originating alongside of 

o:r upstream from a Bevatron target and within several centimeters· 
. 0 

of it can give us· informatton, about the production a~d decay of the K 

meson. 

Consider the region around a target bombarded ·with high

energy protons, Pions in all directions and scattered p:rotons in the 

downstream hemisphere· will come off in great nuinb~rs, In order to 

detect strange particles unambiguousry without using a mass 

detern1ination, it is necessary to shield the detector from the direct 

target radiation. and use the fact that the strange particles can "turn 

corners 11 by way of their decay products. The region to either side 

and upstream from the target and within several em .of it will be. 

d b ± :it: ± K± K 0 . d K. O • 1 (. dd. t. traverse y e. •· 1-1 , ;r , • 2, an : 1 parhc es. 1n a 1 1on to 

the beam protons). The 1-1± has an insignificant probability of decaying. 

The ;r ±has a l(lrger though still sinc:i11 probability of decaying, but 

does not have enough i'Q" to;letits decay 1-1 come off at an appreciable 

angle to its flight path, The K± has a decay probability somewhat 

larger. than.the · ;r, and when it decays it can send a ;r±, 1-l±• e±, ~r a 

'{ (from the de~ay ;r
0

) iri the direction of the detector~ The K
0 

2 -decay 
0 . 

probability is again small enough to neglect. The K 
1 

on the other 

hand, has a high decay probability (ind a high Q, and can with a 

relatively large probability : ('""' 20 times that of a K±) s.end t? a . .d~t.e..<:.tor 
± . . 

Ci iT from its charged decay mode or one or two gammas of the four 

created frorri neutral pions in its rieutral decay mo'de. 
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In addition. to the above. particles, A, 2::, and E:· hyperons will be 

able to send decay products t0 a. detector viewing regions downstream. 

from .the target. Because of less- favora·ble kinematics because of 

their. heavier masses ahd lower Q values, they will be perhaps only 

about' 10% as efficient as the K 0 
1 

in.sending decay products to a 

detector. 

Thus a detector of high-energy y rays looking at nearby regions 
. 0 0 0 d upstream from a.target will see gammas from K 1 -- rr + rr an 

± ± 0 0 . + 
K - rr + rr • rr -+ y + y (the K with less probability and the K- with 

far less probability because of its smaller production cross section). 

Looking downstream it wilL see also those from ./l 
0 

- n + rr
0 

and 
+ . 0 0 

2:: - p + rr , 11 -+ y + y. These y rays for the most part come from 

particles that headed upstream .in the c. m. system and were projected 

forward in the laboratory. A particle going downstream in the c. rn. 

system is moving rapidly enough in the labor~.tory to Doppler shift 

any y rays corning out at right angles to relatively low energies. 

A detector of high-energy charged particles similarly will see 
. f 0 + -.p1ons rom K 

1
·-+ rr + rr , a .smaller number of charged particles 

from K± --+ f.!± + v . and rr± + rr0 upstream,· and these together with 
0 - ± ± 

pions from ./l - p + rr and 2:: - n + rr . downstream. In. addition to 

some detailed information on the production of K 0 mesons a comparison 

with the results of the gamma detector may give some idea of the 

branching rati~ of the K 0
1

• 

Because of the lack of ar1 external proton beam at the Bt:>vr~trnn 

and because of the short decay distances .of the particles involved, it 

is necessary to place the detectors close to the Bevatron. The ne

cessity of selecting :particles originating only a few centimeters from 

the target and riot those from the target made it imperative that the 

detector be well collimated· and thus have a small solid angle. This 

makes a. coincidenc.e experiment ·in which two decay products are 

detected very difficult because of the lc;>w counting rate tha,.t two well-
i 

collimated detectors would have. 

A number of experiments. studying·y rays originating in the 

space near a targe~ have been carried out. The principle was .used by 

• 
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Bjorklund, Crandall, Moyer,· and York
1 

to set an early upper limit on 

.the 1r
0

.1ifetime; by Garwin2 and Balandin et al. 
3 

in a .. search for strange. 

particles at a proton:energy that has. since proved to be. below threshold; 

by Ridgway, Berley, ·and Collins 
4

• 5• 
6 

at the Brookhaven Cos~otron 
d b 0 h . 7 ' 8 ' 9 t th B : . 'th 1 . . . . an . y s er a . e evatron, . e atter .two exper1ments ln-

dieating. the existence of the decay mode K 0 
1 

___. 7TO -+ 1r
0. The experi

ment described here is a continuation of that of Osher et al. 9 Its 

object is to determine, as well as possible, the production matrix 
. 0 . 

. element of the K meson as a function of c. m. polar angle for ~he 

K
0 

and as a function. of the momentum in this system. The experi

mental work for a continuation. of this study using the detection. of 

charged decay products has been completed and will be described in 

a future report. 

. .. 

·_;.· 
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II. PHYSICAL SET .. UP. '' .,•: 

The experiment was performed at the wesit tangent tanl<.of the 
. . . 

Bevatron (Fig. 1 ). Directly over a plunging probe that carried the 

target. a re-entrant well allowed collimation shieiding to co~e within 
, 

25 em. of the target. The bottom of the well contained a 1/2-in. -thick 

lucite window 6-in. in. diameter thr.ough which y rays to be observed 

could pass (Fig. 2). 

The collimation allowed y rays traveling within about 1° of 

vertical to reach a. counter telescope. Three collimating .lead slits 

were used. Each one was 2 in. thick (10 radiation lengths), The 

.lowest was placed immediately above the lucite window and had the 

largest opening. The opening was l~.rgP. P.nough so that :none of the 

collimator was visible from the counter telescope and yet it was sn1all 
· .. 

enough so that none of the .. target was visible from the faces of the 

second opening. Thl.s required any; direct radiation from the target to 

scatter at least twice before reaching the counter. with at least one of 

the scatters being well outside the forward cone of - 1/2° or less into 

which almost all high-energy pairs .. and y rays were produced. (See 

Fig. 2). 

The second and. third collimating slits defined the region. viewed 

by the telescope and were bounded by radial lines and segments of 

concentric circles. centered about the vertical line through the center 

of the target. The 30 radiation. lengths of .lead in these three shields 

were enough to degrade essentially all showers originating from 
0 . 

target-produced 1T mesons to well below the counter threshold of 

40 Mev. Neutr.ons. and pions chq.rge-exchanging to produce 1r
0 

mesons. 

can also produce background y rays. Most ·pions, having an energy 

of only several hundred Mev. would be stopped by the 6-in. of lead. 

However a collision involving a nucleon with maximum Fermi 

momentum directed upstream could produce a pion of slightly less 

than 900 Mev traveling upwards. In order to attenuate neutrons and 

these pions and reduce general background due to multiple scattering 

from the lower slits, an additional 1 0-in. of lead was placed between 

and above these shields. 

.. 

•• 
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Magnet 

Counter and coli imation assembly 
~~~"~Rails . 

Sample collimator view 
~~~--~~~~ - __ _, __ __ 

Bevatron beam 

West tangent tank 

MU-17640 

Fig. 1. Plan view of Bevatron west. target area showing 
tangent ~ank, well, counter, and monitoring telescope. 
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MU-17631 

Ffg. 2. Counter in tangent-tank well. 
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The dimensions of the ·slits (Fig. 3) were: 

defining slits for l-in. radius: 30° angle, 3/ 4-in. minimum 

radius, l-1/ 4-in. maximum radius. 

defining slits for 2-in. radius: 22-l/2° angle, 1-1/2-in. 

, minimum radius, 2-1/2-in. maximum radius. 

defining slits for 3-in. radius: 15° angle, 2-1/2-in. 

minimum radius, 3-l/2-in. maximum radius. 

lower shielding slit for l-in. radius: 0.85 (radial} by 1.15 in. 

lower shielding slit for 2-in. and 3-in. radii: 1. 55 by 1. 55 in. 

lower shielding slit for background ·check: no opening. 

These dimensions were chosen small enough to detect reasonable 

detail in the angular distribution. The need for an adequate counting 

rate and the neutron.background put a lower limit on slit size. (Neu

tron background. being insensitive to slit size. would become relatively 

important· for small slits. } 

The entire counter and collimation assembly was mounted on 

a motor-driven framework that could be rotated about a vertical axis 

pas sing through the cente.r of the target and could be moved i11. a11.d out 

radially. The three collimating slits could be changed so the sides 

were always radial lines and segments of concentric circles for each 

radial setting of the frame. The position of the frame was determined 

from direct-reading scales viewed. by a telescope (optical this time} 

and a multiple mirror system so changes in position could be made 

without interrupting the Bevatron operation. 

The target was a 1/2-in~ cube of tantalum. It was on the end 

of a horizontal probe that plunged the target into position as the initial 
- . 

beam oscillations died down. In order to keep the. beam from striking 

the more massive probe. it was connected to the target by means of 

a thin-walled steel tube which was bent first down, then horizontally 

out to under the target at a level below that of the beam. and then up 

to suppo~· the target from below. The tube had about 5% as much 

mass per unit length as the target. Any small amount of beam inter-
:\ 

acting with the suppdrt will do so directly below the target and thus 

will not even be a second-order correction to the observed angular 

distribution. 
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MU-17638 

Fig. 3. Collimation doors and base block. (a) Collimator 
for observations at l-in. radius; (b) collimator for · 
observations at 2-in. radius; (c) block for background 
observations. 

I; 
~ 
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IlL THE COUNTER TELESCOPE 

The counter telescope used in the neutral decay mode part of 
. 7 

the experiment is essentially the same as that described by Osher 

(Fig. ,.,4) .. To co.unt, a -y ray must;. pass thr<:?ugh a 4 by 4 by l-in, 

plastic anticoincidence scintillator (last dimension in be.am direction) 

without making a light pulse and convert in a 2 by 2 by 0, 196-in. lead 

converter, with one or both members of the electron-.positron pair 

counting in the following 2 by 2 by l-in, plastic scintillator (Sl), a 

pentagonal..,shaped lucite Cherenkov counter 5 in, thick in the beam 

direction (Cer), ·and a final 3-in. -by 3-in. by l-in. plastic scintillator 

(S2), 

The anticoincidence scintillator was large enough to require 

all charged particles coming through the slits or scattering from the 

coliimators and passing through Sl, the Cherenkov counter, and S2 

·to also pass through it and thus not register as a -y. The Cherenkov 

counter required the particle to be relativistic and eliminated spurious 

counts from almost all protons caused by neutrons. The second 
f 

.! 

scintillator, S2, guaranteed a reasonably uniform pulse height in. the 

Cherenkov counter and raised the threshold of the telescope to 40 Mev 

by requiring that the electron or positron pass completely through the 

Cherenkov counter. This threshold gives preference to -y rays 

originating from K
0 

decay over those from hyperon decay and general 

background. 

The scintillators were of standard UCRL composition -- 3%. 

terphenyl scintillator and 0.03% tetraphenyl butadiene wavelength 

shifter in a polystyrene bas;~ -- and gave one photon for each 200 ev 

energy loss, Their light was collected by RCA 1P21 photomultipliers 11 

two for the anticoincidence counter and one each for Sl and S2. The 

Cherenkov light was collected by two RCA 6810 photomultipliers 

(Cer 1 and Cer 2), Because the stray field of the Bevatron at the 

location ot the counters reached 450 gauss, the lP21 photomultipliers 

and the lucite Cherenkov counter were placed. in double magnetic shield$ 

and the 6810 1 s in quadruple shields, and the entire assembly was then 

enclosed in another magnetic shield, All innermost shields were of 

mu metal. 
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0.196" Pb CONVERTER 
RCA IP21 PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 

i\ 

LUCITE CERENKOV 
RADIAlUH 

I 

Fig. 4. Gamma telescope. 

• 
. : ~: 

MU-17634 
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The lead converter was·~oved by an electric motor to standard 

"in" and "out" positions in order to provi'de data.for subtractions. from 

which .the y .counting rate is deduced .(see page 29). 
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IV. ELECTRONICS. 

A block. diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 5. Pulses 

from Sl a~d SZ wei-e amplified in one Hewl~tt-Packard 460A distributed 

amplifier each, and those from Cer land Cer 2 in two 460A' s each. 

The pulses were sent to channels 1 through 4 of a Garwin-Wiegand 

· · · d · · I O d h . d Th 1· f th co1nc1 ence c1rcu1t, an t en were· term1nate • e pu ses rom .. e 

two antiphotomultipliers were added in a passive adder, amplified in 

two 460A' s and sent to channel 5. The signal, with negligible attentu

ation, was. carried through the chassis and through a. 1-ft coaxial cable 

to channel 6 and then terminated.· The use of a large antiscintillator, 

two photomultipliers operated at a relatively high voltage~ two ampli

fiers, and two coincidence-circuit ~hannels are all to insure as high 

an anti--efficiency as possible. Any smaU remaining .inefficiency 

should be subtracted out when the converter-in-converter-out difference 

is taken. Channels 1 through 4. went to both of the multiple-coincidence 

circuits on the. chassis (called respectively, the "yes" circuit and the· 

"no" circuit). Channels 5 and 6. went only to the "no" circuit. (A 

physical connection also existed. to the "yes" circuit~ but the two input 

tubes were turned off. ) When .a y converted in the converter, only 

channels 1 through 4 received pulses,. so the "yes" circuit gave an 

output pulse, but the "no" circuit did not. When a charged. particle 

went through the telescope, all channels received pulses, and boththe 

"yes" and "no" circuits gave pulses. These outputs were internally 

connected to an anticoincidence circuit that gave an output pulse for a 

"yes" pulse,. providing the "no" pulse was absent--the combination 

resulting from a converting y. The fast output pulses from the anti-
r • 

coincidence circuit and the "yes" and "no" coincidence circuits were 

amplified in Hewlett-Packard 460B amplifiers, sent to attenuators for 

precise control over gain and thus over threshold voltage, and then 

scaled in Hewlett-Packard prescalers and UCRL 1000 scalers. Shaped 

scaler outputs were available from. tJ:le .Garwin-Wiegand chassis, but 

were too slow fo:: this application. The "yes" and "no" outputs were 

of rio direct physical signifiCance but were recorded to check on the 

operation of.the coincidence circuits. 
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Pb converter C;r~ 2 . M \5~\ ~T ~Termination 

Fast "no" 
output 

.--------' 

Fast 
II II yes 
output 

MU-17632 

Fig. 5. Electronics 'block diagram. 
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The. tul:>e voltages. signal-amplifier gains, and output-amplifier 

gains were plateaued .at .the beginning of .the, run. The gains and the 

coincidence-circuit calibration were checked daily with a millimicro

second pulse generator. 

The resolution time of the coincidence circuit was 10 -S sec. 

Typical counting rates varied from about 10
4 

counts per Bevatron 

beam pulse of 10
10 

protons with the target in the viewed region.to 

about 10 counts per pulse with the target seve.r.al inches. away. The 

accidental rate .was sev.era1 percent when. the counter telescope viewed 

the target, and. was .negligible at other times. 
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V, CALIBRATION OF COUNTER 

Before any of the runs, including those described by Osher 

et aL 
7 

• 9 and the one described he rep the Y. telescope was calibrated 

at the synchrotron, Since. a.monoenergetic '{.beam of sufficient in

tensity was not available, the theoretical probability for the creation 

of an electron or positron. of a given energy at a given. depth in.the 

lead conver.t~r was computed, 
11

• 
12 

The probability that this. electron 

or positron would coq.nt was. determined.experimentally by directing 

a beam of monoenergetic electrons on various parts of a 2-by 2-in, 

piece of lead. behind which w:as· placed the. rest of the telescope--S!, 

Cer, and S2. ·(see Fig, 6),' 'The energy of the electrons was varied 

from 40 to. 300 Mev, and the thickness. of the lead was var.ied from 0 

to l/4 in,, simulating electrons of those energies being created at 

various. depths in the converter, The only difference between the 

electrons in the. beam and those created by pair production is a poss;ible. 

difference in their angular spread about the beam line of the counter, 

but both of these angles were negligible compared with that subtended 

by the counter at the surfac.P. of the ler~.d. 

The electrons were made by pair production from the 

bremmstrahlung beam of the synchrotron. The energy of the beam 

was analyzed by a pair magnet with lea~ slits· for coarse energy 

selection and a two-fold counter telescop .. e for fine selection, The 

scintillators were each 2/3 by 2/3 in, The. two-fold telescopep the 

back cou:r:1ter of which was. immediately in front of the 2-by 2-in, piece 

of lead, also acted as a monitor of those particles impingii).g perpen

dicularly on the desired part of the lead, 

The .two monitor signals went to the first two channels of a 

Garwin~ Wiegand six-fold .coincidence ci~cuit and then to a. separate 

two-fold coincidence c~rcuit mounted on the same chassis, The 

signals from Sl, Ger. 1, Cer 2, and S2 went to the other four channels 

of the sif'(-fold ·circuit .. The desired.electron efficiency was then 

€ = number of 6-fold counts/number of 2-fold counts, A weighted 

average of this efficiency fo·r different positions of the two-fold 

counter telescope gave the average probability for the entire piece of 
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MU-17637 

Fig. 6. Gamma-telescope calibration layout. 
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lead of that thickness (=t). This probability dE.:.• t) plus the prob

ability that the positron will count €::(E+' t) = € (E -E , t) minus the 
. '( -

probability that both will count € (E _, t) € (Ey-E_, t) gives the pro~ability 

that the converting y will produce a count ... 

The pair-production cross section. corrected for deviations 

from the Born approximation, production.in the fie!'ds of the atomic 

. electrons, and screening is: 

where 

. 2 I a (Ey, E±)dE± = Z.a. r e Z ( Z + 0. 8) G(Ey-. v) (dE± Ey), 

-2 
e 

re = --2, 
rnc 

v = 
E± 100 mc 2 
-- , and y = ( 1 ) Ey Ey v -v 

Fr y >> 1 (no screening), we have 

' 

-1/3 z 0 

G(Ey, v) = [v
2 + (l-v)

2 + '2/3 v(l-v)] 
2Ev · · 

[ 2 lp {-
2 

v (1-v)} -1- E(Z)]. 
m~ . 

For · 15 ~ y ~ 2 ·(intermediate screening), we have 

. . . . i . 2 
G(Ey, v) = [v ·1 (1-v). I 2/3 v(l~v)] 

2E 
[ 2 ln { -· -

2 
·~,r ( 1 - v) } - 1 - E( Z) - 2 c ( y)] • 

me 

For 2 ~ y ~ 0 (intermediate screening), w·e have 

. . 2 ' 2 fl(y) 
G(Ey, v) =. [v + (1-v) ][ - 2 - - 2/3 ln Z-E(Z)] 

. f2 (y) 
+ 2/3 v(l-v}[-2-. - 2/3 ln Z-E(Z) ] . 

For y '=' 0 (complete screening), we have 

G(Ey,v) = [v
2

+(1-v) 2 + 2/3 v(l-v)] [2ln(l83Z-l/ 3)- E(Z)) - 2/9 v(l-v). 

He.r.e numerical values f 1 (y),. f
2

(y), and c(y) are given in Rossi and 

range from 

. 12 
f1 (0) = 20.9, £ 2 (0) = 20.2, C(2) = 0.21 to f

1
(2) = f

2
(2) = 1-5.7, C(l5)=0.01. 

The correction to the Born approximation, E(Z), is 0.67 for lead. 
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The above formulas are used to find· the· total pair -production 

cross section from which the probability of the''V surviving to·.,r given depth 

T-t in the converter is calculated. Here we define T = converter 

thickness and t = residual converter thickness to be penetrated by 

electron. This probability is multiplied by the probability that the 

·electron will have an energy E_ = a(Ey, E_) ~ dE_ dt(dt in gm/cm
2

) 

and the probability that a count will r.esult; The resulting expression, 

X { <7(Ey' E_) ~} dE_ dt, 

is then numerically integrated over E and t. 

Because the· maximum y energy is 77 5 Mev, the curves for 

experimental counting efficiency were extrapolated. from the highest 

measured point at 300 Mev. This does not cause too much error be

cause above 150 Mev the curves have very low curvature and for small 

t are already above 0. 8 at 300 Mev. 

The absolute error is estimated to be - 15o/o with major con

tributions coming from the determination of E(E_, t) and the extension 

of it to 77 5 Mev. The shape of the efficiency curve (relative efficiency 

as a function of Ey)· should be known to within about 5o/o, and it, rather 

than the absolute efficiency, determines the angular and energy de

pendence of the production mat.rLx element for the K
0

. 

The efficiency curve is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Gamma-telescope efficiency as a function of gamma 
·energy for normally incident gammas. 
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VI. . THE BEAM 

The beam was spilled on the target for 65 msec to keep the 

. accidental rate low and yet permit the use of reasonably large total 
10 ' 

beams.(- 2 X 10. protons/pulse). This caused a spread in. beam 

energy from 6. 0 to 6. 2 Bev. The. spread in c. rn. velocity~ and energy 

in the center of momentum caused by the beam-energy spread was 

small~ howeveri compared with that caused by the internal momenta 

. of the nucleons. 

When the target was plunged jn the west tangent tanki a large 

copper block in the east tangent tank was plunged to within several 

inches of the main· target's radius. The beam that struck the tc:trget 

was degraded sufficiently to hit the clipper which further degraded it 

su that lt went into the inside wall. 

Three methods were used for monitoring the beam. An induction 

electrode in. the south tangent tank gave a value for the circulating beam . 

. The signal amplitude ·immediately ·before the spill started was re

corded with an electrometer, and the amplitude before and during the 

spill was displayed on. an oscilloscope. l;he .induction electrode was 

used mainly to check the shape of the spill. 

A six-fold p'ion telescope set at 82°· from the forward di;rection 

on the ins.ide west platfor~ served as a p~lse-to-pulse relative monitor . 

. It did not respond to beam missing the ta·rget as the induction electrode 

did, but was undesiraply sensitive to scattered beam that escaped the 

clipper and hit the inside wq.ll of the tangent tank9 prouuclug plons 

there. 

The third method of monitoring used foils placed on the target 

and provided an absolute calibration for the pion telescope. The foil 

. method has the advantage that it is sensitive only to be'am striking the 
' ' 

target and in addition.it provides a profile of the beam distribution on 

. the target. 

Two kinds of foils were usedp aluminum (Al} ~nd gold (Au}. 

The reaction in Al is: 

Al
27 .+ p- Na

24 + oth.er·reaction products 

Na 
2~ __,. Mg

2
: + f3 ·(1. 39 Mev, T l/2. = 15 hr}. 
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.In Au, the reaction is: 

Au+ .p -.. Tb 169 + other reacti~:ri products 

169 145 . 
Tb - Eu + a(3 .. 95 Mev, T l/ 2 = 4.1 hr). 

The cross. section. at 6. 2 Bev for the former reaction is 10.5 mb, 
13 

and for the latter is. 1.0mb. 14 The Al foil was Oo003-in. thick, was 

placed upstream from the target,· and had 0. 00 l-in. guard foils 

. immediately ahead of and behind it. The guard foil between it and 

the target stopped recoiling nuclear fragments from the target and 

combined with the upstream guard foil t,o send as many recoiling 

Na
24 

nuclei into the 0.003-in .. foil as it -lost to them. After waiting 

at least 20 hr to allow short-lived products to decay, the 13 particles 

from Na 
24 

were counted with a Geiger counter. The .true counting 

rate was determined from the observed rate. by multiplying by the 

factors listed in Table I. Corrections for the decay of the activity 

before measuring time and for relative fluctuat~on in the intensity of 

the Bevatron beam as seen by one of the other monitors were accounted 

for by the use : :h~ fa[ I::.]: [L. r. ( 
1 

-:- e _AT i) e- Ati] _ 1 
. l l . . 1 . 
1 1 . . . 

_where 

N = number of Na 
24 

atoms made times branching ratio for 13 

decay 

C = 13 counting rate 

A = decay constant 

ri = number proportional to beam intensity from a time 

T. + t. before 13 counting to a. time t. before 13 counting 
1 l l 

The observed lifetime agreed with the published value within 

. the accuracy of measurement. One major source of error remained 

uncorrected. Recoil neutrons from the target can.cause the reaction 

. AI 27 + n- Na 24 +a 
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Table I 
. ,. ~ 

Correction factors for determination of true beta-counting ra,te 

Correction 

Counter efficiency 

Counts from gamma rays 

Back scattering from a,luminum tray 

supporting the foil 

Scattering and absorption in the foil 

Window and ail~ absorption 

Cosmic-ray bac.kground 

Wall and ·air scattering 

Dead time 

·Factor 

1/0. I.30: 

0~ 970a 

0. 78 

0~ 91'. 

i. uz 
Usually about 

0.995 to 0.999 
o.oob · 

27 0 ~sec recovery 

·time as slimed · 

· aFactor determined by stopping the. beta particl~s with lead and 

extrapolating the gamma counting rate back to a no-lead counting rate. 

bNo correction:.was needed, because the counter shield. was lined with 

Al. .• 
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In. order to avoid .this source of err.or and provide data for correcting 

the earlier runs .in which only Al fo.ils were used, 0. 001-in. Au foils 

were used in later runs. The beauty of the Au -+ Tb reaction is that 

it has a. threshold of 600 Mev. Two hours after a. bombardment, the 

4.1-hr Tb decay is the only one observed. Unlike the Al foils for 13 

counting, a Au foil thin compared with the range of the a. particle would 
2 . . 

be so thin . (~ 1/3 mg/ em ) that it would have to be evaporated on a 

backing foil and removed from the backing for counting. The backing 

foil and a guard foil would also have to be counted because. recoils out 

of such a thin foil would be very large (50 to 80%). These difficulties 

were avoided by using infinitely thick (0. 001-in. ) Au foils. The down

stream face of the foil was always counted. A 0. 001-in.. Al guard 

foil was placed between this face and a second Au foil which was used 

as a check against the first one. 

The .a. activity was counted in ~n ionization chamber through 

which methane was flowed. The foil to be counted was placed in a 

. standard position on a tray which slid into place under a horizontal 

circular collecting electrode. The signal was amplified in a shock

mounted preamplifier provided with continuous gain control, shaped, 

and sent to a UCRL model-1000 scaler which was provi9.ed wit~ a 

. discriminator. The medium-sized and large-sized signals were 

amplified to saturation, providing a certain. amount of pulse-height 

selection stability. The proportional nature of the ionization chamber 

for small signals and the pulse -height requirement used eliminated 

any possible background from cosmic rays and 13 and '{ activity. The 

background was always less than I%, and residual errors from the 

subtraction were negligible. The correction for fluctuations in the 

Bevatron. beam amplitude was made in. the. same manner as it was for 

.the 13 counting. No corrections were needed .for scattering in. the walls 

and supporting tray, for air or window absorption, or for dead time 

(because the recovery time of an ionization chamber is much faster 

than.that of a Geiger counter). 

'·'· 
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Two corrections remain. The geometrical ef~iciency of the 

chamber is exactly 50o/o, but some alphas traveling sligh,tly downward 
' . . . 

from the horizontal and slightly below the surfa:ce ofthe foil may be 

· scattered up into the ch.amber, raising .the efficiency to perhaps 51% 

or 52o/o.· Also the effective thickness of the foil is unknown. Because 

the a particles. leaving the surface of the foil will now produce a con

tipl,lOUS spectrum of pulse heights,. the exact value of the effective 

th~ckness will depend on the gain and pulse -height discrimination of 

the amplifier and scaler. Therefore, they must b~ very precisely 

controlled. If .this. is done, .Au foils may be used as a relative 

monitor when target materials or energies are changed, something 

that cannot be done w~th the pjon telescope. The gain and pulse

height discrimination were controlled by Ul::;iug a thick (0. ooi ~in.) 
standard foil.tliat provided a continuous spectrum of alphas rather 

than.the usual thin standard used in a. counting. The- standard was 

counted every 10 or 1 ~ ~inutes ·in each of the two chambers used. 

If the count. varied by more than 1 o/o the gain or pulse -height discrimi

nation was adjusted to bring it back to the standard value and another 

count was taken. If the variation was less. than 1 o/o, _the measured 

deviation was. used to ~orrect the. preceding and following runs with 

the Au foil. After this. had been done, the· counting rates of the two 

Au foils that were counted simultaneously in different chambers always 

agreed to within. the counting statistics of about lo/o. 

After changing foils, ·methane was run into the chamber ciL a 

high -rate to flush out the oxygen, which traps the ~ree electrons pro

duced in the ionization and _then causes reduced pulse height .. Counting 

was not started until a monitori~g oscilloscope showed the signal had 

reached full height, 

The· absolute calibration to determine. the effective thickness of 
. ' 

~he Au foil wql require another Beva,tron run. of several hours. A 

foit sandwich consi~ting <;>f a .0. 001-i_n. Al guard foil, 0. 003-in .. Al foil, 

0.001-in. Al guard foil, 0.001-in. Au foil, 0.001-in. Al guard foil, 

0. 00 l-in. Au foil, and a 0. 001 -in. Al guard foil will be plunged in the 

Bevatron beam. The Al will now not have any error from secondary 
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. . . . 24 
target neutrons, and the Na 13 activity and .its fast daughter '( activi-

ty will be counted in a 13 -'( coincidence counter. in which the .true. rate 

is 

(13 counting rate) (-y counting rate) 
(13--y coincidence counting rate) 

= (13•:.efficiency) (true rate) (-y efficiency) (true rate) 
(13 efficiency).('( efficiency) (true rate) 

Thus there will be no corrections for scattering, attenuation or other 

factors entering into the all-over efficiency. The results from this 

will then. be used to calibrate the a counting. This calibration together 

with a precise value for the surface area of the standard foil used 

(which has been.determined with a traveling stage microscope to 

within O.lo/o) will allow use of .this method with other counters and 

standard foils without a. recalibration. 

In o·rder to achieve the 1 o/o accuracy of which this method. is 

capable, it is necessary to line up the edges of the foil and target the 

beam strikes first to within about 20 ·microns because of the much 

greater intensity of the beam on this edge. (Ten percent of the beam 

strikes the end.400 microns of the target. ) 

/ 
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VII. EV AL UA 'rlON OF DATA 

A. Background and Corr~cted Data 

The basic data, the y-telescope counts divided. by the pion

monitor. counts· as a. function of y-telescope position~ must be correct

ed for a number of background effe~ts. 

The-main sources of y-telescope counts with the converter in 

andthe collimation open, and viewing the region near the target are 

given in Table II.· 

Estimated counting ratea 

1a .. 10..:2 to ·lo-4 

. -3 -5 
1 b.. 10 ·to 10 

2b. 10-4 to 10-6 

3a. 10-4 

3b. 10-4 

4 10 -5 a. 

Table II 

Source of count . 

K 0 -+ neut;al pions ,... gamma r~ys; 
y converts in .the converter _(rate ·is a 

function of telescope position}. 

·Same, but y .converts in the back of A or 

the front of Sl (about 1/20 radiation 

length is available}. 

T 0 + - . h arget 1T_ ....... y rays; y-+- e + e near t e 

face of collimator 1_ (lowest collimator), 

e±-+ y near the face of highest ·collimator, 

y converts in. the converter (estimated 

from below-threshold data}. 

Same, but last y converts. in A or Sl. 

A neutron penetrates collimator 1 and 

some upper collimators and makes a 

. charged particle in the converter. 

Same, but makes the charged particle in 

A or S1 (about as much collision. length 

is available in A or Sl as in the Pb con

verter}. 

A neutron passes through the hole in 

collimator 1 and some upper collimators, 

and makes a charged particle in the con-

-verter. 



I. 

a 
Estimated counting rate 

4b. . Jo-5 

Sa. 

Sb. 

6a. 

6b. JQ-7 

7a. 

7b. 

a 
On-target rate·= 1 
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Table II (continued) 

Source o( count 

A neu~ron passes through the hole 1n 

collimator 1 and-.some upper collimators, 

and makes a charged particle in A or Sl 

(estimated from 3, the hol~ area is about 

0. 02 of the collimator area, collimator 

is only about -1/2 collision-length thick). 

A neutron.o.t rr± penetrates collimator 1, 

producing rr
0 

- y in collimator 2 or above; 

the '(.converts in the converter. 

(Mostly neutrons penetrate the collimator. 

Two inches of Pb is observed to cut the 

charged particle flux by a factor of about 

1 o. ) 
Same, but the '( converts in A or Sl. 

(Number of counts here are estimated 

to be smaller. than those for 4 because 

the converter..,in-converter-out ratio 

approaches :"' 1. with collimator 1 blocked). 
. ± A neutron or rr passes through the hole 

in collimator 1, scatters in collimator 

2 or above to reach a viewed area of an 

upper collimator, producing rr
0

- y; y . 

converts in the converter. (Neutrons are 

the main source of this effect. ) 

Same, but the y converts in A, Sl (6 is 

smaller than 5 for same reason that 4 is 

smaller than 3). 
± 0 

Neutron or Tr produces a Tr - y near face 

of collimator 1, y "scatters" (y-+ e±-+ "() 

from faces of upper collimators, converts 

in the converter. 

Same, but the y converts in A, SL 
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When. the counting rate is taken. with the converter out and sub

tracted from the ·converter-in data~. all.the "b" classifications above 

are eliminated.· This removes _the rather large contribution. from 3b 
. . . . . . . ·, ' . . . ~ . : . : . 

and is also. necessary because the telescope is calibrated Gor:r,-~ctly 

only for.those 'I rays converting in.the converter. 

When the. hole in collimator 1 is closed, the following things 

· cont:dbute. to the conv.erter-:in-converter-out difference: 

3a. 

4a. 

.Sa. 

6a. 

Same as before 

About half the contribution with collimator 

open 

.Same as befoi'e 

About half the contribution with collimator 

open 

. la, 2a, 7a· Essentially zero because a 'I will not 

penetrate i 0 radiation length~ of lead 

with a reasonable probability; . 

8a. 

An additional source of background now enters: 
4 ± 0 < 10- A neutron or 1r makes 1r -'I rays near 

·top of the block closing collimator 1, the 

'I converts in .the converter. This source 
-4 

is estimated to be less than 10 because 
-4 

the 10 counting rate observed with the 

chanrtel clos.ed has a cunvt:!l·ler -in~coli

verter-out ratio of near 1. 

Subtracting the channel..:closed data from the channel-open 

data.leaves the following .sources of counts: 
-2 -4 0 

la. 10 to 10 K ·'I rays 

2a. 10-
3 

to 10- 5 Slit-scattered 'I rays from target (10- 3 

4a. 10- 5 

6a. 

-2 -5 -4 
corresponds to 10 of la, 10 to 10 

of la). 

A· neutron through the hole produces a 

charged particle in the converter." 

A neutron through hole produces a 'I in: .a 

viewed region. 

·. 
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A y produced by N or 7T ± in face of 

collimator 1 scatters its way up. 

A y produced by N or 7T ± in the top of 

the block. 

A similar four-item subtraction taken below associated-pro

duction threshold gives mainly 2a with contributions similar to 4a, 6a, 

?a, and 8a but reduced in intensity. The energy of most of the y rays 

in 2a should not be too much lower than those produced at 6 Bev be

cause much of the additional energy goes into multiple production and 

the y energy a.s· Doppler shifted down by a greater amount because of 

the higher center of momentum velocity. The shape of the ,counting 

rate curve as a function of the y-telescope positi'on should change 

even less. This was confirmed by an earlier run in which the upstream 

slope was measured at 3 Bev (below the energy at which K.me sons can 

go upstream). The below-threshold curve, normalized to the same 

on-target intensity as the above-threshold data, is then S'lJ.btracted 

from it to produce the final data for analysis: . 

{

above threshold} {above threshold} 
(Final counting rate) = converter in - converter out 

channel open channel open 

{

above thre~hold} {above threshold} 
converter 1n -t converter out 

channel closed channel closed . 

(same four terms below threshold). 

Statistical fluctuation, magnified by the many subtractions 

required, is the main source of error. Further errors, smaller but 

of comparable magnitude, come from: 

(a) Fluctuations in the amount of beam 'striking the tangent-tank walls 

and seen by the monitor but not by the y telescope. 

(b) Inexact subtraction of second-order neutron effects (4a and 8a). 

(c) Possible differences in the 1- and 6-Bev shapes of the intensity vs. 

position curves for target y-rays. 

Accidental counts were negligible at the beam intensities used. 
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. An attempt vvas -made to r:neasure the off-target counting rate 

of y rays that were scattered by the slits into the counter, relative to 

the on-target y counting rate: At energies below the threshold for 

associated production where. such a measurement must be made. the 

Bevatron beam did not prove. stable enough to permit sufficiently long 

runs. The result for the off-target counting rate below th:r:eshold 

after converte_r-~n-conv:erter-out and channel-open-channel-:-closed 

subtractions were made was negative, with statistics easily ov.erlapping 

zer9. Therefore 8 the correction was made by using data taken 

previously under more stable conditions with a sim~lar but not identical 

slit syste.m. The estimated uncertainty in this subtraction is small 

compared with-the statistical error of thP. final value. 

The counting rate is plotted in Fig.· 8 as. a function of the. angle 

about the vertical axis of the counter and collimation setting. The 
. . . . 

ordinate of the data taken with the l.:.in. radial setting is the counting 

r~te relative to an on-target counting rate·. The values of. the data 

taken with the 2-in. set~ing are mult~plied by a factor of: 

included angle X radial length X solid angle (for l-in. slits) 
included angle X radial length X solid angle (for 2-in. slits) 

= 
30° .. ----.x 

22.-1/2° 

1/2 in. 

1 in. 
X 1 

3 
= 

1 

4. 5 

Because particles with projected d~ecay distances long compared with 

2-in .. would give 4. 5 times as many counts as the 2-in. setting as the 

l-in~ setting. dividing by 4. 5.rnakes the actual decay distances more 

appar~nt. 

Only statistical errors are shown. 
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Error_
overlaps 
zero 

10- 7~-7::;-----+..:-""""--~:::-------dh:----~..J 
0 45 90 1:35 180 

Counter setting (deg) 
MU-17628 

Fig._ ·a. Gamma counting rate at 6 Bev corrected for back
ground. On-target rate == 1. 0. 

.. ~ 
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B. Calculated Values 

In order to fit the experimental data. a general model of the 

production and de.cay of particles with y decay modes is assumed. The 

predicted number of y rays to be detected per incident proton is 

calculated and compared with the experimental data. The parameters 

of the model are varied in order to give a best fit and to see what 

· range is consistent with the data. 

As an example. for the most important source of observed y 

rays. the K
0

, the production can occur in such ways· as: 
. 0 

p + nucleon -+ K + :E + nucleon 

p + nucleon :+ K0 + J.\ + nucleon 
o -o 

p + nucleon ....... K + K + nucleon + p 
0 p I nucleon ._ K + ~ + nucleon + 'TT 

p + nucleon -+. K0 + A + nucleon + 'TT 
o -o 

p + nucleon -+ K + K + nucleon + nucleon + 'TT 

In addition, such second-order reactions as the following will 

contribute:· 

p + nucleon -+ K± + similar reaction products. 

K+ + neutron (in the same nucleus) -+ K
0 + p 

-o 
K + p _,.. K + neutron 

p + nucleon --+ 'TT + other reaction products. 

'TT + nucleon. (in same nucleus) 

~ Ko + Y 

The K 0 mesons leave the surface of the nucleus with some 

resultant distribution in energy and polar angle, 8. They then decay, 

some in vl.ew of .the counter. Some of these send a y from the decay

produced 'TTO into the solid angle of the counter with sufficient energy 

to count. 

An exact calculation. would then involve an integration over all 

parameters representing the chain of possible events inside the nucleus, 

the distance traveled before decay. the direction of the decay 'TT
0

, and 

the direction of its decay y. This would have to be repeated for y rays 

coming from :E, A. and K± decay, 
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·The point to be made here is that this would be unnecessarily 

complicated (as well as being impossible·). A'natural breaking point 

occurs in this problem.- -the surface of the nucleus. .A .. di.stribution in. 

energy and angle of particles leaving the· surface is assumed and. 
f 

varied to fit the data. Any detailed study of what happens inside the 

nucleus would need to predict this calculated distribution at the surface. 

If the production occurred through the three-body final state 

K + Y + nucleon with the K escaping from the nucleus with no further 

. interaction, the number of y rays observed would be prop~rtional to 

an integration over 

b G(N) F (N, EUc) I M, (~:~ Euc• ()ti<;) 1
2 

P(position, N, EUc' ()Uc' <j>). 

Here b is the branching ratio : for y decay; G(N) is· the: number of 

initial. stafes as a function of c. m. energy N(not a delta function~ be

cause of spread in beam energy and Fermi momentum of nucleon); 
. . . . . ·2 

F(N, Euc} is the three -body phase ~space factor;·' M(N, EUc' Buc> I 
is the production-matrix element squared; P(position, N, Eu , Bu , <!>) 
. th.e c c 

is the probability of detecting/decay y a·s a function of counter position, 
.. - 2 

N, and energy and angle of the unstable particle; and F X I M I is 

equivalent to the phenomenological distribution as the particle leaves 

the surface of the nucleus. In the calculations described in detail in 

the Appendix, .G and Pare effectively factored out. The three-body 

phase space factor F is also included in these calculations, because,· 

even in a phenon1.enulogical approach I M t 2 is more interesting than 

'the product F X I M 1
2

• 

Once the relative value of I M 12 is determined, . the absolute 

cross section for an unstable particle (U) can be calculated from: 

aN' pt 
A = 

No. U 
proton 

= 

_ (No. y/ proton) 
- (No. y/ U decay)(b) 

(J\lo. y produced) 
(No. y observed) 

(No. y observed/proton) 
(No. y/ U decay) (b) 

Rearranging terms and substituting a more specific expres s.ion for 

y produced/y observed, we have 
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(No. y observed/proton) 
(No. · y/ U decay} (b) 

where a is the total cross section,. N' is the Avogadro's number, 

p is the target density~ t is the target thic.~ness (small \;urn oared with. 
. . 

an interaction length), and A. is the. target atomic number. The last 

factor is the reciprocal of the average ·detection efficiency of the 

decay gammas. 
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. . 
C. Comparison o'f Data with Calculated Valu~s 

The calculated yalties of the predicted relative counting rates 

are plotted in Figs .. 9 t'o. 12 for various ass.umptions about the angular 

!3-nd momentum dependence of the production matrix element. The 

ordinate for the 1.-in. c~rves ~s t~e effective counting probability (the 

number of counts per K ·pa~rticle leaving the nucleus) at a given position. 

The ordinate.for the 2.-in. curves is the predicted probability divided 

by 4. 5 to make the actual decay distance more apparent and to agree 

with the plot of the experimental data. The abscissa is the angular 

position of count~r o.nd collimation assembly. 

The knowledge of three things will help in interpreting the data 

. and calculations. These are: 
. . 

. (a) Because of their re'latively low velocities in the center-of-

momentum system, hyperons cannot· directly cause counts with the 

counter set at 180°, i 35''0,and 90°; and can give only 'a very limited 
. 0 . . 0 . . . 

number at the, 45 settin~.· ·Even at 0 , their lower Q values and 

. velocities .make it difficult for them to send a high-energy gamma to 
. . 

the d~tector. Thus, the data primarily provides ir:r(ormation about the 

K production and decay parameters ... The longer mean.life of the K+ 

and the fact that it produces only 2 'V rays depresses its calculated 
. . 0 

counting probability bya factor of about 15 below that of the K at the 

l-in. setting. 

(b)· With the counter set at 0° or 45°, K particles starting for

ward ln· the center-of-momentum system are less likely to produce 

cot1nt8- t:hii.n those starting backwards and being transformed forward 

by the center-of""momentum velocity. The factor between their count-
. 2 ' 

ing probabilities is generally larger than 10 . This is because the ones 

that started forward are. traveling .fast enough to Doppler e;hift the 

energy of '( rays coming out vertically to energi'es at which the ~ounter 

has a zero or nearly zero efficiency. Thus the data provide information 

on the angular distribution in the backwards hemisphere. Complications 

due to a possible forward-backward as}rrnmetry are C!,bsent. Counting 

rates at the 0° and 45° settings are most sensitive t~ the values of th~ 

angular-distribution function from 90° to about 160° ~n the center of 

momentum; counting rates at the 180° sett.ing depend almost entirely on 

the values of the angular-distribution furiction close to 180°. 
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R=2" 

j=4 

"~~ 
~0 

10 -II 1.--....L---+-,-------:';:-=""-==;=;/;.....-=----::~~ 
u 45 90 

Counter setting (deg) MU-17621 

Fig. 9a. ·KO detection probability vs. counter setting. 

IMI 2 - cos 0 e (P2 )j • 
. Kc Kc 
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10-11 

L-~o~----~4~5----~9~o~----7-13h5~----41a~o~ 
Counter setting (deo) MU-17622 · 

Fig. 9b. K 0 detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2....:. 8 ( 2 )j I M I cos e Kc P Kc . 
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r- ']=2 
'j=4 

10-11 

~~o------A4~5----~9~o~----~~3~5~----~1a=o~ 
Counter setting (deo) MU-17623 

Fig. 9c. K 0 detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2- 12 2 j I Ml cos eKc(P Kc) . 
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10-11 

~~0~--~-~4~5--~~9~0~----~13~5~----AIS~O~ 

Counter setting (deQ) MU -17624 

Fig. 9d. K 0 detection probability vs. counter setting. 

IMI 2 -cos 16 e (P2 }j . Kc Kc 
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I0-6'r---r------r----"----r----,.....----T--...., 

--R=I" 
.---R=2" 

IO-IIll.....---:::-----:!~-----,:-1:----..,.,!,=--..,..-----.!~ 
0 45 90 135 180 

Counter setting (deg) 
MU-17627 

Fig.· 1 Oa. K+ detection probability vs. counter setting. 

I M 1
2 - cos 0 eKc(P

2 
Kc) j_ (Only two curves for R = 2 in. 

are shown a.s samples. • For all K+ curves, values at 
R = 2 in. are from 0. 58 to 0. 68 of those at R = 1 in~ ) 
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I0-6r--r------r-----,-----r----__,..;..-

>--

+I 
~ 

lo-''~7or-----;;r---n~--~b---~w 
45 90 135 180 
Counter setting (deg) 

MU-17626 

Fig. lOb. K+ detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2 8 2 . IMI - cos eKc(P Kc)J (AllvaluesatR=2in. are 

from 0. 58 to 0. 68 of those at R = 1 in. ) 
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Counter setting (deg) MU-17625 

Fig. lOc. K+ detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2 . 12 2 j I M I - cos eKe (P Kc) (All values at R = 2 in. are 

· from 0. 58 to 0. 68. of those at R = 1 in. ) 
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-R=I" 
--- R =2" 

Maximum Maximum 

MU-17619 

A 0 detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2 0 2 . 

IMI - cos .eAc(P Ac)J 
2 2 2 . 

IMI -cos e.L\c(P Ac)J Dotted and solid 

arrows indicate .maximum angles at which .L\ o· decays 
can be observed at R = 2 in~ and R = 1 in. respectively. 
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-R=I" 
--- R=2" 

Maximum angle 

A 0 detection probability vs. 
2 4 2 . 

I M I - cos e Ac (P Ac) J 

1M 12 - cos 16 e (P2 ) j . 
Ac. Ac 

Maximum 
angle 

MU -17620 

counter setting. 

Dotted and solid 

arrows indicate maximum angles at which A 
0 

decays 
can be observed at R = 2 in. and R = 1 in. respectively. 
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MU-17617 

~t- detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2 0 I 2 • 

I Ml . -cos e~c(P ~c) J 

I 

2 4 2 . 
I M I - cos e~c (P ~c) J • Dotted and solid 

arrows indicate maximum angles at which ~+ decays 
can be observed .at R = 2 in. and R = 1 in. respectively. 
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Maximum angle 

-R=I" 
---R =2" 

Maximum angle 

MU-17618 

Fig. 12b. ~-r detection probability vs. counter setting. 
2 8 2 . 

(left) IMI - cos e~c(P ~c)J 

(right) IMI 2
- cos

16 e~c(P2 ~c)j Dotted and solid 

arrows indicate maximum angles at which ~+ decays 
can be observed at R = 2 in. and R = 1 in. respectively. 
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(c) A high power of m·omentum dependence in the matrix ele

ment will cause a higher counting rate at counte.r settings of 135° and 

180° and a lower rate at 0° and 45°.· The reason for the increased 

upstream counting rates is clear: an increa~ed power of momentum 

dependence weights more heavily th~ higher-momentum K 1 s which can 

. fight their way upstream most easily. The reason for the decreased 

rate downstream ·is not q,uite so obvious. Almost all downstream 

counts come from low-and medium-energy particles that head up

stre'am in the· center-of.:.momentum system but come out downstream 

in the. laborq.tory system. .A dependence on a high power of the mo-
. . 

mentum puts very little weight on these particle.s. 

From a comparison of the calculated curves shown in Figs .. 9 

to 12 and .the experimental values shown in Fig. 8 it is clear that. for 

k < 16, no single v.alue of j and kin the matrix element will give 

satisfactory agreement with the experimental' data. The best is j = 0, 

k = 16. and that misses the points by an average of over one standard 

·deviation .. A close fit would require J = 0~ k ~ 30. Since it seemed 

unlikely that such a high ang11bn~momentum otatc would occu~· c~.lune. 

no exact calculations were carried out .for . k > 16. Instead combinations 

of two angular and momentum dependences were tried. From Figs. 
. . . . 

9 to 12 it is clear that at least one of these must have j = 0. Best fits 

for f= o. k= 0 and j = 1. k=. 12,_and 16;· j = 2. k = 8. 12. and 16; 

j = 4. k = 8.? 12, and ,16; j = 8. k= 8; 12. and J6 are shown in Table III. 

For comparison. the valu.es for j = o. k = 0 have also been included. 

The K0 
counting rate to· be fitted was caldulated by ~sing the 

ratio between the counting rates at r = l-in. and r = 2-in. for a = 45°, 

90°.? 135°. and 180°,. and the rati~ between the counting probabilities 
0 ± . . . ' ' 

for the K and K at these positions to estimate the fraction of the 
. 0 .. 

counts due to K decay at l-in. (- 7 5o/o). The errors shown now include 

both statistical errors and an estimate of the somewhat smaller error 

due to. the uncertainty in the subtraction of the K± counts. The con

clusions reached in. the following section are quite insensit,ive to the 

magnitude of this correction and remain substantially the same even 

with no subtracti6~ of K± c'ounts. 



Table III 

K 0 matrix element of.form 
2 ° k t 1 +a. k(P K )Jcos OK 

,J c c 

Relative amounts Average. .. Calculated relat~ve cornting rates 
Isotropic Peaked error (normalized to observed rate) 

(in standard r = l-in. 

* * 
deviations) 

0 
a= 45° 

. 0 
a = 135° 0 

_L k a' a" a = 0 a= <;tO a= 180 

"' LO 0 L52 59 36 10 :L7 o~·7 

2 8. 0 0.59 1.02 28 45. 4C 14 8.3 

4 8 0.22 0.48 0.85 29 41 4C 16 11 

8 .g 0.34 0.47 0.69 27 39 4] 19 16 

1 12 0.034 0.64 0.91 36 38 4~· 14 8 .. 6 I 
1.11 

2 12 0.29 0.50 0.91 33 34 39 30 9.8 ...... 
I 

4 12 0.41 0.48 0.62 34 30 4~ 21 15 

8 12 0.65 0.38 0.43 42 29 3~ . 22 18 

1 16 0.22 0.63 0. 79 33 . 37 4l. 17 1 o. 5 

2 16 0.14 0.66 0.80 29 35 42 18 10;9 

4 16. 0.58 0.43 0.46 40 30 41) 23 16 

8 16 0.68 o.-38 0.28 42 28 3o 26 19 

Experimental KO counting rates 40 .± 20 30 ± 15 29 ± 15 29 ± 13 22 ± 10 

*(isotropic -component detection efficiency X a' ) + (peaked-component detection· efficiency X a") = 
.. . ... -4 

(y 'coU:rits» r = 1 in. ) x 10 · . 
'( counts» r = 0 in. (on target) 

t 0 -10 
K

1 
mean life is assumed to be 0. 95 X 10 sec. 
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± 
. Although K decays were responsible for over 80o/o of the 

counts at r = 2-in. and a.= 45°, 90°, 135° and 180°, it is not possible 

to deduce the production mat:~;ix element from this data because of the 

insensitivi~y of the counting probability to changes in. the matrix 

element (Fig. 10). It is also not possible to say anything about the 

detection of counts from A and ~ hyperons except that the data is 

consistent with their e~istence at 0° providing they are responsible 

for less than half ofthe counting rate there. At 45° they could not 

be an.important part of the counting rate. 

No subtraction for A and ~ counts was made at 0°. A sub

traction would decrease the counts apparently due to K 
0 • s at 0° and· 

. 0 .. . 
increase even further th.e peaking required of the K matrix element. 

Thus again the conClusions concerning strong angular dependence of 
0 . . 

the K production are not weakened. .. 

Several representative cases are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14. 
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Fig. 13. Calcul~ted relative couBting rates and K 0 counting 
rate vs. counter setting. (K rate = experimental rate -
calculated K+ rate. ) 
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Fig. 14. Calculated relative counting rates and K 0 counting 
rate vs. counter setting. (K0 rate = experimental rate -
calculated K+ rate. ) 
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VIIL CONCLUSIONS 

0 0 0 0 
(a} Of the known decay schemes, only K -+ rr + rr , rr -+ y + y 

can. be responsible for most of the y rays observed.· 

(b) The data cannot be fit by a matrix element of the form 
2 . k 

I PKc I Jcos eKe for k S 16 and any value of j. A matrix element 

with j = 0, k ?; 30 would probably fit, but the counting probability as 

a function of position for such a matrix element was not computed 

because it seems unlikely that such a term would exist alone. 

(c) A combination of two terms of the form 
2 0 k' 2 J. k I p Kc I cos eKe + I p Kc I cos eKe can fit the data taken at a 

radius of 1 in. Fork' = 0 (making the first termS wave}, the best 

fits occur for k "" 12, j > 4; k s 16, j >.1, with the. fit improving ao 

j and k increase. Values of k above 16 are not needed for a. satis

factory fit. 1but cannot be excluded by the data. Also, increasing j 

above about 8 does not materially improve the fit, but also does not 

worsen. it. This is because the· strongest weighting is merely being 

shifted to a value of EKe only slightly nearer E~ax. 

(d) To.o much significance should not be attached to the exact 

value of j. The form of the. momentum dependence in the matrix 

element, 1 :P~c 1 j• ·comes from theoretical considerations that are 

expected to be valid only fpr K mesons with low energy in the center

of-momentum system. These K particles have a low counting 

probability and will not significantly affect the results. The values 

here obtained for· j should simply be considered as requiring that 

considerably more K mesons be produced at high energy than a. three

body statistical faCtor would indic~te. 

(e) The decrease in counting rate as the radius increases is 

too slow to be explained only by a K 0 lifetime of 0.95 X 10-lO seconds. 

It is however quite consistent at .all angles with a composite decay 

curve due to K
0 

and K± decays. The ratio of counting rates at 1 and 

Z in; indiCates that the K
0 

produces most of the counts at' 1 in. , ·and 

the K± prod,uces,~_ost ~f those at 2 in. The predicted,. detection 

efficiency at 2 in. is not a. sensitive enough function of the K± matrix 

element to permit a determination of it. 
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(f) The conclusion t~at has been drawn in .(c) that an important 

part of the K production is. sharply peaked in energy e3:nd angle is not . . 
weakened by the assumption of a three-body model for the kinematical 

analysis. 

The energy dependence of a composite.phase-space factor that 

includes contributions. from processes such as 

·nucleon + nucleon -+.nucleon.+ hyperon+ K + several pions 

would. be weighted toward lower energy K mes.ons than.that for a three

body process. This however '\ID uld require an even higher value of j 

in the multiplying factor of I P~c I j to match the experim~ntal data. 

Production of K mesons with ~everalassociated pions affects only one 

other thing .in the kinematical analysis, the value of E~:x, and this 

only slightly. 

The production of KO mesons through charge exchange of K± 

particles on.nucleons or .collisions of intermediate pions and nucleons 
. . . 0 

also does not weaken the conclusion about the peaked component of K 

mesons. What is observed is a peaking, espeCially in angle, of K
0 

mesons leaving the ·nucleus. The above two production mechanisms 

can only reduce the observed peaking and thus require that the funda

mental reaction 

nucleon + nucleon -+ nucleon + hyperon + K 

.produce even.more sharply peaked K mesons, 

Finally, the data could be fit by a more complicated matrix 

element, such as one in which the angular distribution is a function of 

K energy or one using many terms with different powers of PK
2 

and . c 
cos eKe' . A matrix element with several low powers of cos_ eKe could 

not replace one with one high power, because the ratios of detection 

probabilities at 1S0° to those at 0° would be too low for all terms. I£ 

low-power terms are to be added, additional high-power terms will 

also be needed. 

'9ur ·d.ata, how·ever, which inyo~v.es contributions from a range 

of PKc and eKe for each experimental point, does not justify such a 

detailed treatment and little ·would be learned from one. Any such 

matrix element would have to have the same gross features as the 
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simpler matrix elements for the upstream K mesons which are most 

likely to be detected- -part approximately flat and part' very shc;~.rply 

peaked- -and could do what eve~ it wanted· elsewhere .. 

A strong peaking such .as. we have observed.could be explained 

by a phenomenological str,ipping; modei de'sc'ribed: by Peaslee. 
15 

The 

long range· interactions (> !Kc ) needed to give this peaking have · 

. been. further developed. by Barshayl6 and Schwinger. l7. 

In Peaslee' s model, one nucleon is considered to be 
0 predissociated" into a. virtual K.and a. virtual A or ~. · The ,hyperon 

'· 

.is then "stripped" by an interaction. with a pion from the cloud around 

.the other nuc.leon, .leaving the K traveling· sharply backwards or 

forwards in the center of momentum system. A similar stripping of 

the K will produce an even sharper peaking of the hyperon. Our 
0 

experiment, however, can only identify .the upstream K peak. 

' .. 
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•' ... ,.. ... 
X: APPENDICES 

·' 

Appendix r.' Sy:ffibo'is 
... ; . 

The. following symbols are· used in these" Appendices 
~·· . . . ' ~ ' . 

c · = 1 = velocity of li&ht · a = angle_ fr9m beam direction in:: 

E = total energy . horizontal plane 

E = 1 a. special total ,energy (See 

p. 70.) 

E = a special total energy (See . 2· 
I 

p. 7 0. ) 

E(f3 ~ N}= a special total energy 

x (See p. 6 9 • ) 

N = total energy in center-of

momentum system 

P = momentum (three -vector) 

M =mass 

f3 = velocity 

'I .= (1- [32)-1/2 

~ = veloCity of center of 

momentum 

= (1- ~2)-1/2 
f3 = velocity of nucleon projected 

X 

d 

on .. beam direction 

distance along particle 

. path 

r = projection. of d ·on 

horizontal plane 

T = proper lifetime 

() 

<j> 

= polar angl~ measured from 

beam direction 

= azimuthal angle around beam 

dircctiol'l 

8 . = angle b~tween unstable -particle 

momentum and subsequent

decay y mornenluu1 

I M I~ matrix element squared 

F = phase-space factor 

G = density of particles as a. function 

of the quantity in. the 

subscript 

N = final gan_1ma counting rate 
'I 

n =number of y.rays per decay 

h = branch,ing ratio for decay into 

one or more neutral pioris 

j. = parameter i~ matrix element 

k = parameter in matrix element 

t = normalization factor (See p. 7 0. ) · 

g = 1.725 

h = 33.924 
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Subscripts which may be added to the above quantities are: 

Particle subscripts 

(capitalized and come first} 

T = entire system 

K = K particle} 
U = unstable 
particle (K or 

Y = hyperon Y} . 
0 0 

'IT = 'IT meson 

I = incident nucleon 

F' = target nucleon 

N = final- state nucleon 

Reference -fr.ame subscripts 

(in.small letters and come second} 

.€. =lab frame 

c = center of momentum 

k = K frame 

y = Y frame 

. u = U frame 

'ITO = 'ITO frame 

If a coordinate is to be added, it will come after the reference

frame subscript and be preceded by a: comma, e. g., PUg, r is the 

momentum of an unstable part~cle in laboratory frame along the r 

direction. This will not .be used frequently. (fortunately}. 
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.Appendix II. Derivation· of· Integral: for Calculate·d Counting Efficiency 

Bef_ore the fCictor of physical significance-:. -the, effective matrix 
. . ' 

elements for str~nge -particle production- -can. be f_ound from the ex-

perime~tal dat-a, the effect qf three other factors must be unfolded: 
1 • .! 

. the kinema~ics of the decay chain, the geometrical and energy efficiency 

of the counter telescope, and the phase-space factor. This is done 

by: 

(a) Assuming a specific form for the matrix element. 

(b) Multiplying by the phase-space factor. 

(c) Calculating the velocity of the center of momentum~ the 

energy in this system, and the relative probability ()f 

this value of the energy in order to tra~sform to the 

lahor:=t.tory system. 

(d) Transforming to _the laboratory system in order to find 

the probability that the unstable particle will enter the 

volume viewed by the collimation. (See Fig. 15 for 

the effect of such a transformation on a typical set of 

particle momenta. ) 

(e) Further multiplying by the probability that it will decay 

within that volume, 

(f) Multiplying by the probability that y rays will be created 

in the decay. 

(g) Multiplying by the probability that one will enter the solid 

angle ofthc counter. 

(h) ·Multiplying by·the probability that it will count when it 

arrives. 

Eac:;h of these is caiculated for specific decay y-ray energies, 

U center-of-momentum az~rnuthal angle, U polar angles, U energies, 

and center-of-momentum total energies, An integration is then 

performed over these variables for each slit position used in the 

experiment, This .is done for all particles that may contribute to the 
. . 0 d + . + -. 0 

y countmg rate:. A an :0 downstream from the target and K ' 

part-icles upstream and downstream, The assumptions on the form of 

the matrix element and .the relative numbers of A 0 , :0+, and K+' -, 0 
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MU -17633 

Fig. 15. Typical production schematic for p + n - n + Y + K. 
T0R:. laboratory system.· Bottom: center-of-momentum 
system. 
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particles are varied to give a best fit with the data and then :varied 

further to determine the range of variation compatible with experiment. 

The presence of a statistical factor of course does not mean that the 

statistical theory of production. is assumed. Here the matrix element 

is not assumed.to be constant. 

1. Matrix Element 

The matrix element for the production of one of the particles 

in ,the basic reaction. analyzed~ 

P + uu~.;leon -nucleon + hyperon I K l'l'lcson·j 

can. be described as 

2. Phase Space 

( 1) 

The three-body Fermi phase-space factor conserving energy 
. . 18 
and mom.e·ntum but not angular momentum is: · 

[ ] } 

1 
2(M 2 + M 2) M 2-M 2 . 2 2 

l- Y N + Y N 
{ (N- E ) 2- p 2 {N- E ) 2- p 2 

Kc Kc Kc Kc 

l 2(M~+ M~) 1- ----=---
(N-.1!.: )2-P 2 

Kc Kc 

(2) 

Here F{N~ EYe) and F(N, EN c) may be obtained from Eq .. (2} by inter

change of the. su,bscripts Yc and Kc for the fi!st and Nc and Kc for the 

second. In general it will be referred to as F(N, Euc>· 

Because e>ther phase-space factors or combinations of factors 

may enter, ~mch as the Lepore-Neuman pnase space in which high

energy particles have slightly. less phase space, 19 or. a four-body 

phase space~ the experiment more properly can be thought of as 
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2 2 . 
determining IMI F(N,EUc). ·Determining JMI a~suming otp.er 

phase space models however does not require. a repetition of the 

kinematics calculations which involve the use of an IBM 704. It is 

only·necessary to· set 

j, · ± (error assigned to I M ll ~; 
at all energies. (This is ·exactly true only if the maximum-energy 

. . . 
K particle from the process associated with M' is the same as from. 

N + N -+ Y + K + N. For such processes as N + N.-+ Y + K + ·N + 1 or 

2. TT tliis is still a good assumption. ) 

3. Center-of-Momentum Velocity, Center-of-Momentum Energy 

. A Fermi distribution of target-nucleon momenta .is assumed . 

. Previous c~mputer work on a similar problem has shown that the use 

of a Gaussian· momentum distribution (- p 2e -p
2
fP0

2
) does not ~lter 

the results· significantly. The beam-energy distribution can. be found 

fro.m the slope of the monitoring induction-electrode sign~l and was 

essentially constant from 6. 0 to 6. 2 Bev and. zero elsewhere. From 

this we may fincl thp, velocity of the center of momentum and the 

probability of having a .system with ·total energy N in the ce.nter of 

momentum. The Fern1.i distribution is: 

GF.fdPF£ = density of:i:iucle'ons~with mo'inentum'.P1fi · . (3) 

where max 
we have for PF£ < P F£ . , 

GF.fdPF£ = (ccinst. )P
2
F.e dPF£ 

and for p .> p max 
F£ F£ ' 

GF£ dPF.l = 0. 

Defining 

13 = projected .laboratory velocity in x direction, (4) 
X . . . , 

and 

G . =I de~sity of nucleo~'s with 'projected velocity 13 I (5) 
l3x. . ' x 
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we can .write immediately 

G t [ (p max)2 _ (M A. )2] 
!3x·= cons . F.£ N~"'x , . _(6) 

; because GAx .will be proportional to the. are~ cut by a. spher~ of radius 
max t-' · 

P F.£ on a.plane a. distance. MN!3x from the center of the sphere. 

Taking a cutoff of !3max= 0. 22 and normalizing, we obtain 
X. 

. 2 
GAx = 1.725 - 33.924 !3 , for !3 < 0.22, (7) t-' X X-

and 

GA = 0 for !3 > 0.22. t-'x x 
-~ . -,.: 

Given P U and P F.£' we can calculate the values of .the two 

quantiti~s. deopendent on them and needed. for .the description of the KYN 

system, the total energy in the cen,ter-of-mo:men.tum. system, N, and 

the velocity of the center of momentum in.the lab, ~. 

The .total energy is 

N = rET~- PT~]t = [ET~- PT~t = [(EI~ + EFi )Z -(PI~+ PF: + zpU' pFi jt 

Because we have 

O=P Tc 

w~ rna y w ritt: 

(8) 

(9) 

The use of these expressions as they_stand.would require integration 

over· both PFl and Pit in addition. to .. later _integration~ ove·r, E~c:' 8Kc 

<PK c' ·and E'Y 1 for calculating a final counting rate. Because 

computing time .. is exponentially dependent! on the numbe.r of integrations, 
I • 

an. extra integration is not to be taken: lightly; as a matte~ of fact, in 

.the' present case it can't be taken at all. The sirripl'est solution. is. to 

consider N as the fundamental v:ariable Qf integration, weight the 

integrand by a .dtimsity function for the n~mber of states as a. function of N, 
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arid.; consider~ as··a constant by neglecting PF£
2

, 2 PUPF£ cos e Fi' 

and the kinetic energy part of EF£" This causes an error of several 

percent. We can do slightly better than 'that by substi~uting the ex

pression for N in.that for ~, and r~placing Eli and EF£ with their 

average values: 

~. = [1 -(~J] i = ~ 

211 · N · \ 2 -~ Eav + Eav 1 
\ U F£' -' 

where we have· 

and 

This gives 

[~ - o.om (iU 2 J ~ 

and . :' 

. '( = 
MN 

= 8.53 r;r .. 

( 1 0) 

3 Emax+ 2M · 
5 Fi 5 N' 

( 11) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

(i4) 

., I 
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The error in.the. formula for·~ is af most ,.;;; 0. 3% compared- with - 3% 

for._the ~ =·constaht approximation,·· and its·.use does'not require an 

extra.'integrati6n .. 

To fiJid the dis'tribution for the. htirnber of collisions .as a 

.function.of N, we start from the express.ion for the number of nucleons 

as a function· of projected velocity, 

for l3x < 0.22, g = 1.725, and·h = 33 •. 924, and 

for 13 > 0. 22, 
X 

·- 0 

(7) 

and the number of beat? protons as a function of the laboratory energy, 

1 Eu 
= [ 0. 22 MN]_.-.. · in. the. limits 7.40 < < 7 .62. 

.MN 
(15) 

Each state can be represented by a point in a 13x - E 11 plane 

with the z axis representing the product of Gl3 and GE , the 

probability of that state (Fig. 16). x U 

Lines of constant N can be drawn on the'l3x - E 11 plane (fiye sample 

lines are shown). The probability of finding a system with energy 

N is proportional to the integral·of Gl3 GE taken along the line N 
. h. h 1 X U w1t 1n t e rectang e 

Eli. 
-0.22 < l3x < 0.22, 7.40 < ~ < 7.62. 

N 

To write this integral we need formulas (16), (17), and (18r: 

. 2 . 1 
N = [ ~MN + 2 E 1 n EF n - 2 P M •· [? Jz 

.r. .r. . u N X ... 
. ( 16) 

( 17) 13 = X 

2 . . ·2 
2MN + 2EUEF£ - N 

-

·-
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-~~~------- + 0.22 13 
/ / X 

/ // 

N=4.475 Mn ~~rr-- ---- -?AO_M.n..-- ~ r.-.,"N=3.684 Mn 
-<<st,\41 . (3) ', (2) ',01'>-

N= 4.535 Mn· L-,.----....,.- 7.62-M~----- ~ N=3.730 Mn 

Eu 
MU;....l7636 

Fig. 16. Calculation of GN. 
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.It will now be .useful to express the incident energy in .the laboratory 

.in.terms of~ and N: 
X . 

such.that a. beam proton of_this energy and a nucleon of projected 

. velocity ~x produces a system of center-of-momentum energy N. The 

energy E(~x» N) as a function of ~x will give the lines of constant N). 

Using 

' . 1 

N = llMN2 
+ ZEuEi~ - ZPll~~J 2

, 
( 16) 

·and 

E(~ ~ N = 
X ·'· 

we get 

E(~ , N) 
X 

( 18) 
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Then we rna y write. 

where o:is the Dirac o Junction and. t is a. normalization constant to 

be determined.later. The limits E
1

• E
2 

are .. set as follows: 

.13.574 < ~J
2 

s 13.916 E 1 ~ 7.40 MN E2~ E(0.22, N) 

<(NMj2 
13.916 ~ < 20.026 (20) 

The first set oflimits. apply to an integration path along a.line of 

constant N such as in Eq. (1). For. the paths of Eqs. :(2), (3), and 

(4) the second set of limits apply. For a path such as. that of Eq .. (5), 

.the third set applies. Performing the first integration and using 

Eq. (17), we obtain: 

J
E2 [ ~· 2 av 2 )2] = _ 2MN + 2EHEFi -N 

GN t g. h 2P M 
E H N . 

1 . 

1 
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G = t g(E -E ) - ___ N.,.-~ 

t 
. h(2M 2 - N2 ) 

N . 0.22 MN . 2 .1 . 4MN2 

h(E av) . .~2 E. dE. 
~-F.,..£_ (2M2 -N2) . ~ H H 

2 · N · · ·· 2 2 
M E -M 

N . . E 1 . H 1\T 

2M 
2 

N 

·E2-M2 
2 2: 2 ·N 

(2MN-N ).ln E2 -M 2 
1 N 

dE · .·I£ 

E 2_M 2 
.. I£ N 

• 



E2+MN ·E-M 
1 N In 

E2-MN El+MN 

ht Eav ,··t.'zM-2 ) 
F£ ·---''- . N ---

2(0.22) M 
3 

N 

-.7 2-

max 
htE 

+: .: F.f 3 ln 
. 0.44MN 

E2+MN El ~MN 
E2...;MN • El +MN 

E2- M 2 ] 2 N 
E 2_M2 
· 1 N 

E2+MN 
. In 

{ 

MN.. E2-MN El+M~ )J, ' 
E -E +-In · . · ~ 

2 1 
2 E '+ M_ - . E -M J . · 2 --~ . 1 N 
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av 
. ht EFP. 

0.22 MN 

.. 2(0. 22)M~. 

In 2 N 
E2-M2]. 

E2-M 2 
1 N 

For 3.730 MN < N < .4.475 MN this. reduces to 

GN = t t0.153103 ( ~Nr + 5.2802< ~) 
2 

- 43.8041] 

(21) 

. (22) 

A numerical evaluation of Eq. ,(22) in the more complicated up:per and 

lower regions 3.684 MN < N .5: 3,730 MN and 4.475 MN < N < 4.53'5 MN 

shows that it does not differ much from. Eq .. (22) extended· beyond,its 

~pper and lower limits because both are smali compared with middle-
. . 

range values of Eq. (22). With:less than 0. 2o/o er'ror in the final answer, 

it is possible to use, for 3.7 27 MN < N < 4. 538 MN' 
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GN = -0.!64586~~j
4

+5.67628(~J z -47.0895, . (22 I ) 

4. Probability for Entering the Viewed Area 

. The requirement that. the unstable particle enter the volume 

.viewed ·by.the telescope .is used to set.the limits on.the second and 

third integrations, those· over "' and e . This will be reduced to a · ~c c 

probability when.it .is divided by the normalization integral. The 

volume is determined by two identical slits, one above the other, 

with two sides concentric circles centered on the target and. two sides" 

radial lines. Any point within the column determined by these slits 

will see the full solid angle of the slit system . (- 10 -
4

), all of it 

essentially at e1 = 90°, cj> = 0° .and:independent to within about lo/o of 

the exact vertical position ofthe particle path. For points outside 

but adjacent to :this volume, ec. and cj> are still essentially unchanged, 

but the solid angle goes .to zero over a. distance that is not small 

compared with the dimensions of the slits. In.order to calculate the 

contribution of these regions to the counting rate, the solid angle 

viewed from them was computed as a .. function of position. · Because 

it cannot be expressed in a simple closed form, it was not left inside 

the integral but was replaced with a series of step functions for each 

subdivision. of the viewed region bounded by concentric cyli~ders and 

radial plan,e s. 

';I'he.integration over cj> can be split in two ranges, one in which 

the cone o·f h!ilf ang~e e 1 intersects the sides of the viewed region above 

. the horizontal plane, and one below it .. It can be seen from Fig. 17 (I hope) 

that the limits on cj> are: 

Range 1 .. 

For 0 <: 

sin cj> " m1n 

, we have 
tan a 1 

= 
tan e P. 

(23) . 



Origin at 
target 
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Viewed region 

' + 
® ....,..._- .R. 

, -~ I 
I' I / 
1 · i'r"' 

·Proportional to 
tangent e.~. 

cp Minimum 

"- Proportiona I to 
tangent. a 

1 

MU-17639 

Fig. 17. Quantities involved in limits of angular integrations. 
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tan a 
If· · · 1 ·· is less than 0 or. great"er than 1, the <j> iritegr·a:l will be zero 

tan e f. 
becaus'e the cone does not intersect the view~-d 'volume and 

(If 
tan a

2 
tan e f. 

.·tan a 2 
sin <j> = -'---=---

max tan e f. 

lT 
is -less than zero or greater than ]j, <j> equals -2 » max 

because the cone does not reach the far side of the 'viewed volume.) 
lT 

For "2 ~ e f. < TI, we have 

tan a
2

. 

sin <j>iniu = Lan 8 f. '~ 

(If sincp . is less than 0 or great~r than 10 the <j> integral will be zero.) 
· m1n 

and 
. tan a 1 

Sln <j>max ::: tan 8 f. 

(If sin <j> is less than 0 or greater than 1, then <j> · max · max 

Range 2.. 

In this range we have 

and 

lT - "' "'max 

,+. l;::lT ,+. 
"'max - '~'min· 

lT = 2 0) 

(24) 

It is assumed that we have 0 < a.
1 

< a.
2 

< TI. The integral will not need 

to be. computed for other values because of its right-left symmetry. 

If hyper<?ns were ~~rongly polarized in p:roduction, retained this 

· polarization.:i,n· es.eapi.ng from the :'(r~ ~;¢~~i.:1:s.~. and contxibuted signifi

cantly to the C0:tii).tl}:n;g rate ·thr~u~h t-h~i;~;': ~~· ... pl~s·cnucleqn decay, a. 

right-left· asymmetry would· exist. Such an asymmetry was loo~ed for 

·but was not seen, among other pos·sible reasons becal1se of the much 

h . 'h . f 0 0 0 f t" . 1g er countlng rate rom K
1 

....... lT · + lT ·• For purposes o es 1mat1ng 

the maximurri p~sslble hyperon contribution. to ·the observed· counting 

rate» it is assumed that the decays are isotropic in the hyperon rest 

frame. 
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~he limits on ()f. are fairly simply expressed. 
m1n max . . 

need () and () ·for the 1ntegrals, we solve c c 

for () , getting 
c 

± ·-1 
() (8 ) = c.:ot 

c i. 

Because we 

(25) 

(26) 

Here the + sign is used for those cases where a particle heading back

wards in the center-of-rnomentum system comes out .:forward in the 

laboratory cystem. Then th~ l.irnits on ()c.: ~re ell? shown in Table IV. 

Slit position 

7T 
2 

. - 2 

Table IV 

Limits on () 
c 

13 > ~ c 

8
min 

8
max 

c c 

ec-(al) () - (7T) 
c 2 

- -() (a 1) () Ia 2 ) c c 

() - (~) ec-(a2) c 2 

f3 < c-
~ a (27) 

8
min 

8
max 

c c 

8c -(al) + 8c (al) 

8c -(al) + 8c (al) 

a . 2
8 

- 2 
For cot i. < y (1 - _[3_) 

f3 2 
this value of () does not contribute to 

c 
c 

the counting rate because all particles come out in a cone whose 

central angle is too small to intercept the viewed region; therefore 

set the () integrand involved to zero. 

·-
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5. Exponential Decay Factor 

The probability that _the p~rticle will decay within.the viewed 

region is given by 

exp [- .::...p_r_o..._p_e_r_._ti_~_e_t_o_r_e_a...:...c_h_J r 1 
= 

r2 

[ 
··lab time J exp -

'lp_ Tu 

[ 
d ] = exp -~--

. f3 .r Y £ Tu 

·- ex{ M J p£~~ 

r.2 

rl 

r2 

Because we have d/P 1. = r/P P.', :r where d is the distance along the 

particle path, r is lhe projection. of d on a horizontal plane, and 

P £ ~ :t is :the component of P £ along r.:. 
For 

[
-2 - 2 2 2 

P£ = 'I (P cos 8 + f3 E ) + P siri 8 . c c c c c . 2"'J i s1n ..... . . 
the decay propability .is: 

exp 
["

- 2_ ~ 2 
(cos8 c +-13" ) 

c 

· ] 1} r 1 
. 2(} . 2"' 2 + s1n · c s1n ..... 

r2 

(28) 

The velocity oLlight c .is here _(and only here) inserted explicitly so 

that :the distance. r can. be given in ~entimeters rather than light 

seconds. 

' ,_ 
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6. Number of y rays per Decay 

The number of y' s created per decay is written as·· nb. -where 
0 ± t 

n is the number per neutral decay (2 for the A , K and. ~ , 4 for 

. the K 0) and b i~ the branching ratio. 

7. Probability of Detection of the Gamma Ray 

It is necessary to know the spectrum and angular distribution 

of the decay y rays before the probability of their entering the soUd 

angle of the counter and counting on arrival can b~ calculated, When 

.a K decays the pions will have an isotropic angular distribution be;cause 

the K 0 is a zero-spin particle. The 1r ~esons from A 0 and ~+ deca~ 
will .also be isotropic if the A 0 and ~t are not polarized. In any 

event, this ;~.ssumption will be made for the reasons mentioned in 

Section 4. The y rays from the lTO decay. are isotropic and mono

ei,'lergetic in the lTO frame. In the K, A 0~ or ~t frame (in general, 

referred to as the u frame) they have the usual "rectangular" spectrum. 

A constantnumber per unit energy interval from the minimum energy 

of 

Emin= 0 [E A P 1 1 M (1 A ) yu y lT u y1rO - ~-" 1TOU y1rOJ = 2. 1TO 'Y 1rOu - 1-' 'TTOU 

to .the maximum energy of 1/2 M OY 0 (.1 + 13 0 ). Although the y rays 
0 . 1T 1Tll 1TU 

from lT particles traveling in a given direction are not isotropic in the 

u fram.e; the neutral pions are, and therefore the total y flux is still 

isotropic. Then the probability of thP. c·reation of a y that will c·ount: Mt: 

equal to 

···.!.max!. 
. E 
. yu 

nb 

Emin Q of slit in 
yu u system 

where E(E'V .£.) is the efficiency of the y telescope, 4 1T . is the .. 

normalization factor for the solid-angle integration, and 

Emax- Emin = M · A is the normalization factor for.the yu . yu 1TQ y 1TOU 1-' 1TQU 
energy integration. In order to carry out this integration it is 

necessary to transform to the laboratory system. The normalization 

factors are constants and will not change providing the proper Jacobian 

is used. Three things must now be found: 
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(a) .. the gamma-energy transformation f<?r the. iimits of the 

energy. integral 

:(b) the angle e £ between. the u direction'in the laboratory 

· and the ve rt.ical 

. (c) the Jacobian. allowipg the. replacement. of 

dE . dn with dE £ df2 v £ .. 
'{U '{U '{ 1 

(a)· Energy transformation. We use .here the expression 

.ra,ther than 

Emax = (Ema. X + ~ . pmax cos. e \ 
:y£ '~u£ yu ~-'U£ yu . . . uj . (29) 

max 
because 8 is not in. dependent of the gamma energy. Note that E £ 

u '{ 
is not _the maximum energy a gamma may have .in the laboratory system, 

but the maximum a gamma traveling vertically upwards may have. 

·Similarly we have 

.M 'ITO '{ "ITOu( 1-~ 11'0). 

ZyU£ (l-~U£cos e £) • 
(30) 

(b) 8£. From Fig. l7 it can be sei:m that ·cos 8£ = sin fJ £ cos <I>· Then 

.. we can write 

·P . 
U£,z 
M .. u 

(31) 

EU£ p 
Uc, z 

= - = 
Y (EUc + ~ PU cos f) r) - PU sin f) cos<!> . c. c c c c 

Mu M . u 

,• ,', 
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(c) The Jacobian. From 

rdE drl -~ ((( dE d(cosE> ) d4> } j yu u ) j) yu u 

_we obtain, u::;ing; the:.follow.ing .theor~m of calculus, 

JJdx' dy' =ff l :· :r - ~;· 7,; J dXdy 

the expre.s.s·ion below, 

fJ dEyu d(cos0u) =ff [ ::;; · :(~:::;•: 
dE 

yu 
d(cosE>- ) 
. . £ 

d(cosE>) ] 
dE .dE £d(cosE>£) 

y£ y 

where d(cosE> )/dE £ equals 0. 
. u y 

That we· have 

d 
dE £ (cos E>u) = .0 

y 

can be seen frorrl inspection of the formula for co·s eu' 

Here f3y£. (':!:= 1 ), but not Ey£, enters .into the equation. Taking the 

derivative of E with respect toE £' we have yu y 

dE 
yu 

dE £ 
.Y 

We next find an expression for cose : 
u 

cos e 2 

[ 

2 l.!_ 
1-cos~E>u . 

f3u£ 
= coteu = Yu£ (cot'e £ - A-

~"'y£ 
csce ) = 

£ sinE>£ 

. (32) 

. 2 2 f3u£ 2 2 . ~ . J 1 
sm8£-YU£(cos8£-f3y£) 
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Taking the derivative of cosE>u with respect to cosE> l' we have 

. d(cosE> ) . u 

d(cosE> 1 ) 

• Yut [sin2Ell + Y<Zul r~~sElr ~ rl 
[sin2El1 + Yt1 (c~sE>1 -:~1) 2 J ~ 

' 

-~ · 13u£) (1) .2 ( · · 13ui) 
"Yui cosE>l - 13--. 2 2y Ul cosE> l - -13-

. . yl yl 

= r 
. 2a + . 2a 

.Yu.t. sm o 1 cos o 1 

= k •. 2a 2 ( l • 2a ) 2 A a 2 A 2 3 
~m o 1 + 'Yu.t -:s.m o 1 - Yu£1-'!U£coso1 + Yu£'""U.t 7 
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= 

= 

1 
= 

Combining these we have 

= f~ __ d_E~y_£_d_n_y~£_· __ _ 

j Yu£(1-j3U£cos81 ) 

The resultant probability for the production of a y that will count is 

given by 

nb 

M TIO y TIOu ( 1 -j3 TIOu) 

Zyu£ (1-13u£cose £) 

4TI M 0 y 0 j3 0 .TI ·Till Till 
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where 

(31) 

and the requirement that the y be directed upwards in ·the ·laboratory 

system has been used in the above relation and in the replacement of 

the integral over n yP.. by the integrand at that point times D..fl'{ P..' 

the solid angle subtended by the upper. slit. 

Finally, the integral reduces to 

X 

M'TTo Y 1Tou (l-f31Tou> 

2yUP.. ( l-f3up_ cose P..) 

.M'TTO '{ 'TTOU ( l-f31ToU). 

2yUP.. ( l-f3up_ cos6 P..) 

Collecting the pieces, we obtain the normalized expression for 

the relative counting rate as a function of position for a given pair of 

values of i and ·k: 

·I? 
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(35) 

~. :. : . ; 

The probability of a y counting, the factor inside the braces, is 

already normalized. In order to get a result that will permit a com

parison between different values of j and k, it is desirable to nor

malize the other factors. This is done by dividing by 

(k even) 

i.e. the value NY . would have to within a factor of nb, _if all y ra:ys 

created were detected. 

The limits for all integrations except the EUc integration have 

been discussed. For this, the lower limit i$ of course Mu. The 

\. 
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unstable particle will have its maximum possible energy in the center

of-momentum system when_ the other two have.the maximum momentum 

consistent with conservation of momentum· and the minimum_ possible 

en-ergy consistent with that momentum. This. will occur whe_n they .are 

mpving with the same velocity. Then, for the case in. whic_h:the K is 

the unstable particle, we write 

E max + E N 
Kc (Y+N)c- = 

2 . -~ ~ ? ? 2 ., 
Ema.x- M.r.. · E .r.. - (M + M )'"" = N ...... 2NEmax+ Em.ax -- (M +M__)"' 

Kc K = _ ( Y + N) Y N Kc Kc Y --~ 

Interchanging the K and Y subscripts will give E~~x . 



A. Integral to be Evaluated 

N 
~ 

Slit from 
rl-r2' ol-o2 

I: Z: inb 

Subdivisions 
of target. 

slit 

B. Functions to be Calculated for Integral 

GN = -0.16458& (~t + 5.6762~ (-~~Y -47.089~ 

p = [E 2 _ M 2 ] i . 
Uc Uc U ' 

C. Tables to be Given 

Z(Myz+MNZ) 

(N-EKc)l.p~c 

for 3.-27 < 

8. Swnmary 

N N 
~ ~- 4.538; GN = 0, lor ~ < 3.7Z7 or N 

&IN 
> 4.5!8 (This sets tbe lioits for the N integral)~ 

2 -. 
z ( Z(My +MN') 

p I-
Kc • (N-E 1z_ p 1. 

Kc Kc 

Sets of o
1

, o
2

: r
1
, r

2
; ~f2'Vt' i (beam-intensity weighting fac1or) for su..1lmation over target, slit subdivisions: 

E E E E E E E E 
Em ax 

0 0 100 1.80 zoo 17.14 310 45.54 400 81.90 500 123.40 6oo 168.26 70~ 215.6t 1 ~~ <(E~1 ) dE~1 20 0 120 3 .. 48 220 22.00 3:0 52.28 420 89.86 520 132.14 620 177.56 72(• ·225. 34 
40 0 140 5.90 240 27.30 3~0 59.30 440 98.00 540 141.00 640 186.96 74( 235.12 

(in Mev) 60 0.18 160 9.04 260 33.00 3•0 66.60 460 106.32 560 149.98 660 196.44 76C• 244.96 
80 0.74 180 12.80 280 39.10 310 74.14 480 114.78 580 159.06 680 206.00 78(• 254.86 

J. 

I 
00 
-J 



D. Constants 

Fixed 

--J 

c = Z.998X 10
10 

em/sec 

MN= 939 Mev 

Mtto= 13S Mev 

Emin= 
yl 

lnterchan8;~ Y a~d 1< for E';:" 

N+N-N+K0 + A 

Ko-no+tto z: 
Mu= 4C?7.8 Mev 

My= : :~~:~ Mev 

~u= 0.95_XIo-IO sec 

n = 4 

PWO~ = 0.8400 

yvO~ = 1.843 

Two ranges 

Change with change in decay scheme 

N+N-N+K± + ~ N+N-N+IIO+K 

K±-nz+n° A0 -N+n° 

Mu=494 Mev 

My= : :!~:! tdev 

Tu = l.ZZXl0- 8 sec 

n = Z 

P,.,o~ = 0.8373 

v.o~ = 1.8Z9 

Mu= 1115_.Z Mev 

MK= 494 Mev 

du =Z.77X10-!0 sec 

n ::: 2 

P.q.= 0.6084 

v.o~ = 1.z6o 

N+N-N+I:++K 

I:+-P+n° 

Mu= 1189.4 Mev 

MK = 494 Mev 

Tu = 0.83X 10- 10 sec 

n = Z 

P.q. = 0.8139 

v.q. = 1.7ZI 

Range 1: 0 < But £ie~n4>~in = tano 1cadt8Ul; for •in < 0, >l,[d¢1 = 9 

sin4>m~x = tan o 1 cot 6 Ul: for sin< 0, > 1, 4>m~x =~ 

Range 2: ·~in = tr - +~lax ; ·~ax = n - +";in 

Change witl-.in decay scheme 

j = integ-er 

k'= integ.er 

ajt = we:ghtin~ factor for sets of j, k 

(net shown explicitly above, 

deduced by empirical fit} 

--r---· 
Puc~ ~ t Puc>~ 

amln 
Uc 

a max 
Uc 

amln 
Uc 8

max 
Uc 

O~o 1 <o2 ::,~ l:(n 1) IJ•/Z) I_ (n1 )• l+(n 1) 

0 ~o 1 ~ . .Z,~o2 ~tr I_ (n1) I_ (nzl I_ (n
1 
)• l+(n 1) 

-2~ ol<:oz~ ~ I (•/Z) 1_ (nzl • • -
t - Puc For p Uc.:5.. ~ an4 9 Uc :Z cos ( ... _ )use l+' o~erwue 

~ 
use l . 

• z z ~z 
Cot 9UI~ y (1--:---<)-+ /d9 = 0. 

Puc 

I 
00 
00 
I 
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B. Assumes any li~bilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the_Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor • 




